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The US-China trade war has begun. US President Trump
has always agitated for a dramatic shift in trade relations,
promising to label China as a currency manipulator from
day one of his presidency, withdraw from the North America
Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) and redraw the global
trade map in favour of US manufacturers.
Yet the escalation of US-China tariff threats came as a
surprise to many, roiling global financial markets.
And contrary to the expectations of many chemical industry
executives and analysts, China announced it is directly
targeting chemicals and polymers as it rolled out its initial
list of $50bn in proposed retaliatory tariffs against US
imports on 4 April.
Chemicals comprised about 40% of the list of 106 US
products targeted by China tariffs, including certain grades
of polyethylene (PE), polycarbonate (PC), polyvinyl chloride
(PVC), plastic products, acrylonitrile (ACN), catalysts,
lubricants, epoxy resin, acrylic polymers, vinyl polymers,
polyamides (nylon) and surfactants.

consultancy International eChem.
The US-China trade war kicked off on 6 July with the US
implementing 25% tariffs on $34bn in Chinese imports – the
first phase of a planned $50bn in such imports targeted.
China immediately reciprocated with its first round of $34bn
in tariffs.
Importantly, these initial rounds of tariffs do not include
chemicals and polymers. Chemicals are locked and loaded
in the 2nd round of tariffs on $16bn in imports from both
sides. There is no specified date for those tariffs to kick in.
On 11 July, the US announced proposed 10% tariffs
on another $200bn in Chinese imports, including many
chemicals.
But the automotive sector – a key end market for the
chemical industry - is already key battleground in the first
round of tariffs.

The two largest volume chemicals the US exports to China
- styrene and ethylene glycol – were not on the tariff list.

Chemical company CEOs and senior executives are
watching developments closely and gauging the potential
impact on their businesses. For the most part, they are
optimistic on a positive resolution.

“China has made it clear it doesn’t want a trade war but
isn’t going to roll over if Trump wants it. China’s had over
a year to plan for this, and you can see the tariffs are
very carefully targeted,” said Paul Hodges, chairman of

Concerns about a US-China trade war have been
“overplayed” to some extent, the chief operating officer
of DowDuPont’s Materials Science segment said on the
company’s first quarter earnings conference call.
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“I don’t think we’re looking at a major trade war here – some
of that’s been overplayed. We’re trying to find a path toward
fair treatment with trade with all countries, including making
sure IP is protected, and making sure products aren’t being
dumped back here in the United States,” said Jim Fitterling,
who is also CEO-Elect of Dow Chemical, the DowDuPont
Materials Science company that will be spun off.
“I’m not gravely concerned about the tariffs right now. When
we look at the hyperbole when these things are announced,
people seemingly have a knee-jerk reaction,” said Peter
Huntsman, president and CEO of Huntsman Corp at this
year’s International Petrochemical Conference (IPC) hosted
by the American Fuel & Petrochemical Manufacturers
(AFPM).
Seeking to update trade agreements and policies should
not be cause for alarm, he said.
“We in this industry transact billions of dollars between
companies, and are continuously looking at how to
improve those contracts – on the supply chain, the pricing,
formulations and everything else,” said Huntsman.
“But every time we talk about improving a trade agreement,
some of which are decades old and desperately need to be
updated, it seems like the world is coming to an end,” he
added..
The CEO said he believes that ultimately the US and its
trading partners will come up with better trade agreements.

executives believe the company is relatively insulated with
global production facilities and local production in China.
“Remember we have global assets to cater to the demand
in China. The whole reason we built Sadara [in Saudi
Arabia] was to serve the Eastern part of the world… We
built the US Gulf Coast [projects] to serve North America
and South America,” said DowDuPont’s Fitterling.
And from a specialty chemicals standpoint, Ed Breen, CEO
of DowDuPont, sees no direct impact. “Our biggest business
in China is in the electronics area, and we’re pretty much all
locally sourced in the market”, he pointed out.
Breen noted that in the agriculture business such as with
soybeans, “with the global trade of those products, if
product from America is not going to go to China, product
from some other country is, and that American product is
going to move around”.
If Brazil ships more soybeans into China because of tariffs
on US imports, the US would “pick up the slack because
global demand is needed”, said Breen.
The same reasoning could be applied to any other globally
traded product, such as polymers.
Jonas Oxgaard, chemicals analyst at Bernstein, does
not expect the China tariffs, if implemented, to have
a meaningful US price impact. He points out that the
chemicals on the list are small volumes and minor markets
as a percent of US exports.

Even in the event of tariffs and a trade war, DowDuPont
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Company

Capacity

Grades

Location

Start-Up

Dow Chemical

400

ELITE PE

Freeport, Texas

Q3 2017

Dow Chemical

350

LDPE

Plaquemine, Louisiana

Q4 2017

Chevron Phillips Chemical

1,000

Bimodal HDPE (500), mLLDPE (500)

Old Ocean, Texas

ExxonMobil Chemical

1,300

mLLDPE plus LLDPE (2 x 650)

Mont Belvieu, Texas

INEOS/Sasol

470

HDPE

La Porte, Texas

Formosa Plastics

800

HDPE (400), LDPE (400)

Point Comfort, Texas

H2 2018

Dow Chemical

125

Bimodal HDPE

St Charles, Louisiana

Mid-2018

Sasol

890

LLDPE (470), LDPE (420)

Lake Charles, Louisiana

LyondellBasell

500

HDPE

La Porte, Texas

ExxonMobil Chemical*

650

PE (unspecified)

Beaumont, Texas

Total/Borealis/NOVA*

625

Borstar PE

Bayport, Texas

Shell

1,600

HDPE/LLDPE (2x 550), HDPE (500)

Monaca, Pennsylvania

PTTGC/Daelim Industrial*

700

HDPE (2x 350)

Belmont County, Ohio

NOVA Chemicals

430

LLDPE

Sarnia, Canada

SABIC/ExxonMobil*

NA

PE unspec (2 units)

Corpus Christi, Texas

Dow Chemical*

600

PE (unspec)

US Gulf Coast

2020s

Dow Chemical*

350

PE (unspec)

Various debottlenecks

2020s

Q3 2017
End 2017
Q4 2017

H2 2018 (LLDPE), 2019 (LDPE)
Mid-2019
2019
End 2020
Early 2020s
2021 (FID pending)
Late 2021/Early 2022

Through 2019 = 6.5m tonnes/year (+42% US capacity) Through 2022 = 12.1m tonnes/year** (+77% US capacity)
* FID pending ** Assuming SABIC/ExxonMobil PE capacity of 1.3m tonnes/year
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2021/2022

US PE CAPACITY EXPANSION

SUPPLY/DEMAND BALANCE FOR LLDPE
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“For example, only around 6% of LDPE/LLDPE exports go
to China, and out of those 6%, half are specialty grades,”
said Oxgaard.
“The remaining 3% are opportunistic spot cargoes that
can be re-routed to other destinations – for example,
India could take every single tonne of PE that [the US is]
currently shipping to China. The same is true for all the
other commodities on the list,” he added.

However, the US is gearing up for a huge wave of PE
capacity coming on in 2018 and 2019, with much of it
targeted for export.
The China tariffs include PE with “with a primary shape
specific gravity of less than 0.94”. This includes linear low
density PE (LLDPE) and most grades of low density PE
(LDPE) and medium density PE (MDPE), but excludes high
density PE (HDPE).
“LLDPE may be the most impacted polymer volume wise,
with 4.3% of the US production exported to China in 2017,”
said James Ray, senior consultant at ICIS.
Many of the new US PE plants downstream of the new
world-scale ethane crackers produce LLDPE, including
those from ExxonMobil (2 x 650,000 tonnes/year) and
Chevron Phillips Chemical (500,000 tonnes/year). Sasol
also has planned LDPE and LLDPE capacities, and
Formosa Plastics has LDPE.
“This is going to cause maximum pain. The main hit from
a trade war is going to be the US PE expansions – clearly
it is being targeted so the opportunity to export to China is
sharply reduced,” said Hodges from International eChem.
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“If you assume the US production will come onstream,
then where will those 6m tonnes of product go? It can’t go
to China, it can’t go to Latin America as that is too small a
market, the Middle East is in surplus, Africa is too small –
so Europe is the only place,” he added.

better think of alternative plans and fast,” he added.

Oxgaard from Bernstein also sees US chemical companies
looking to push more volumes into Europe, but he does not
see a major global price impact.

“In the case of polyethylene, the near-term disruption of
tariffs will likely fall more to logistic issues… If China buys
from a source other than the US, that source will not have
product for all of its current customers and US producers
will fill the void,” said Charles Neivert, chemicals analyst
at Cowen.

The China tariffs “probably won’t change the global prices,
but it could cause short-term dislocations in the European
price if the US volume has to displace current Middle
Eastern imports”, said Oxgaard.
“The Middle Eastern PE producers are pretty savvy… so I
expect them to shift quickly to the better netbacks, like they
did when Asia got tight back in 2015,” he added.
US PE volumes under tariff going to China would be
extremely uncompetitive.
“You can’t get through a 25% tariff barrier with something
as commoditised as PE or PVC,” said Hodges.

GLOBAL PRICE IMPACT
Some analysts believe China tariffs on US chemicals could
trigger a global price war as US exports of those chemicals
to China are diverted to other markets.
“It is a shock to the US, but will cause global turmoil.
The US is not going to stop producing [chemicals and
polymers]. The potential for a price war was already
high, but with tariffs, it would be a near certainty,” said
International eChem’s Hodges.
“There are two giants in the room – ethane-based integrated
producers, and refinery-based integrated producers. They
are not going to cut rates but run full out. Everyone else

However, one analyst says global PE prices could actually
rise from the China tariffs as the global market is relatively
tight and logistics would become more complex.

“This may be a bit more costly because it will take multiple
customers to fill the China volume. Ultimately, it might have
the effect of raising the global price, since the US ‘price’
has just gone up by 25%,” he added.
So non-US producers of PE could raise prices for delivery
to China while still remaining below US-to-China levels
under tariff.
“When all is said and done, China sees higher prices and
the US receives higher prices but gets hit with higher costs.
Longer term, it seems like the US is better off unless the
higher prices induce either China or other producers to add
capacity,” said Neivert.
LyondellBasell CEO Bob Patel sees China tariffs on
LLDPE and LDPE lifting prices in Asia in the near term if
implemented.
“You could see trade flows shift, but the near-term impact
will be higher prices in Asia,” said Patel on the company’s
first quarter earnings conference call.
“[As for] substitution from [LLDPE] to [HDPE] in end use
applications – some of that can be done, but I don’t think
it’s substantial,” he added.
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ACC RESPONSE
The American Chemistry Council (ACC) is
understandably concerned that 40% of the products
under proposed tariffs are chemicals and polymers. It put
out a statement encouraging de-escalation, saying that
“engaging in a trade war with one of our country’s most
significant trading partners is not the answer”.
China imported 11%, or $3.2bn of all US plastic resins
produced in 2017, according to the ACC.
And the US exported $11.5bn of chemicals (including
plastic resins but excluding pharmaceuticals), or 9% of
its overall chemical exports, to China in 2017, according
to the trade group.
“Nearly $185bn in new chemical factories, expansions
and restarts of facilities around the country are
predicated on current tariff schedules, and market shifts
caused by tariff increases may convince investors to do
business elsewhere,” the ACC said.
The ACC strongly urged the US and China to reach
an agreement before any of the proposed tariffs go into
effect.
James Ray, senior consultant at ICIS, points out the
25% tariffs on $50bn of US exports pales in comparison
to the $1.4 trillion of overall US exports in 2017, and is
insignificant compared against the new tax benefits that
businesses received.

would not be severely impacted, as the market will reshuffle
trade flows and find a new balance, he said.
China will find additional supply from Europe or elsewhere,
and US producers will step in to fill the void left by that
switch. “The markets will rebalance,” Chao said on
Westlake’s first quarter earnings conference call.

LONG-TERM CONSEQUENCES
In the long run, a China tariff on US PE could have the
unintended consequence of limiting additional global
capacity, notes another analyst.
“The ethylene/polyethylene market is already tight
globally. Such an announcement would certainly
disincentivise producers from embarking on the next
wave of capacity additions in the US, making an already
tight market tighter,’ said Hassan Ahmed, analyst at
Alembic Global Advisors.

CHEMICAL DISTRIBUTORS VIEW
While US chemical producers may be able to deal with
China tariffs, the escalation of US trade disputes with China
as well as uncertainty around NAFTA are “unhelpful on a
macro level” as this is fostering uncertainty in the market,
noted David Jukes, CEO of the world’s second largest
chemical distributor Univar.
Univar sources most of the products it distributes from local
markets, so the implementation of tariffs would not have a
“huge or material impact”, he said.

LyondellBasell is a major producer of high density
polyethylene (HDPE), which is not under the proposed
China tariffs. It produces more limited amounts of LDPE,
and “very little” LLDPE, Patel noted.
Frank Mitsch, chemicals analyst at Wells Fargo, points out
that over 60% of LyondellBasell’s PE is HDPE. “And for what
it’s worth, the vast majority of its sales into China (below 5%)
come from products produced in Saudi Arabia,” said Mitsch.
“For Westlake Chemical, which is entirely LDPE (58%)
and LLDPE (42%), the vast majority of its exports go
to the Caribbean and Latin America. But again, PE is
fungible,” he added.
Westlake CEO Albert Chao believes China tariffs on US
polymers are not likely to have much impact overall, and
only negligible impact on the company itself as only 1-2%
of its revenues come from China.
Even US producers with more direct exposure to tariffs

However, positive resolution of trade issues is important, as
it relates to business confidence.
“The NAFTA uncertainty needs to be resolved. Mexico is
a small but important part of our business, and has shown
good signs of recovery after the US election,” said Jukes.
While trade disputes can influence demand patterns, “we’ll
watch it closely, deal with it, and manage our way through”,
he added.
With the US chemical industry experiencing boom times,
there’s the concern that China tariffs on chemicals along
with a wider trade war would derail the positive momentum.
“The US chemical industry is at the best point I’ve seen
in many years. Having punitive duties on chemicals from
China would make it cost prohibitive. US companies may
move manufacturing operations elsewhere,” said Charlie
Hinnant, CEO of LBB Specialties, the holding company
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PLANNED CHINA CRACKER PROJECTS IMPORTING US
ETHANE 
‘000 TONNES/YEAR
Company

Capacity

Province

Satellite Petrochemical

1,250

Jiangsu

Satellite Petrochemical

1,250

Jiangsu

Nanshan Group

2,000

Shandong

Ganergy Heavy Industry Group

2,000

Liaoning
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that owns US chemical distributors Charkit Chemical and
American International Chemical (AIC).
“We don’t mind change, but we don’t like political/arbitrary
change. This has nothing to do with the fundamentals of
manufacturing chemicals,” he added.

CHINA PROPANE AND ETHANE IMPORTS
One interesting aspect of China’s proposed tariff schedule
is that it includes liquid propane, a key feedstock for its
growing number of propane dehydrogenation (PDH) plants.
China imports about two-thirds of its propane from the
Middle East and a third from the US, said Hodges from
International eChem.

Joseph Chang is global editor of ICIS
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and International Business from New York
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Left off the list of China’s proposed tariffs is ethane, which
China plans to import for feedstock for several new cracker
projects. While China can source propane from the Middle
East, excess ethane can only come from the US, for now.

Joseph.Chang@icis.com

China would pay a large premium to import ethane from the
US to make polyethylene (PE) domestically instead of just
importing the resin, said LyondellBasell CEO Patel.
Companies have announced plans to build China’s first
crackers that would use ethane imported from overseas, as
shown in the table. These plants would provide ethylene for
PE and other downstream plants.
The cost of shipping ethane in terms of the cost of ethylene
and PE is about $450/tonne or 20 cents/lb, said Patel.
In contrast, the corresponding cost for shipping PE is 8
cents/lb, he said. “There is a significant delta in terms of
shipping gas versus PE.”

Additional contribution from Al Greenwood, Will Beacham and Bill Bowen
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